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I'm so glad you grabbed a copy
of The Access Your Business
Intuition workbook! 

In this workbook, you'll find a
variety of different exercises
and prompts to help you tap
into your business intuition. 

Please feel free to reach out to
me anytime with questions to:
 hello@libbiiarmstrong.com

Stay magical!!

Welcome!

L E T ' S  C O N N E C T

www.CollectiveWitchery.com
www.LibbiiArmstrong.comLibbii

https://www.facebook.com/groups/thecollectivewitcherygroup
http://instagram.com/libbiiarmstrong
https://www.tiktok.com/@thecollectivewitchery


Intuition is basically knowing something without having facts or scientific evidence on
how you actually know the details about something or the outcome of an event. In some
cases, you may not even know if you are accurate about what you know until it
happens. You may have to get proof from a person or research to find out if your
intuition is correct. 

Everyone Has Intuition

Maybe you’ve had that moment where you just knew someone was going to call before
they did. Perhaps you knew that someone wasn’t telling you the truth. If you’ve ever had
a sixth sense not to go into the stairwell in the parking lot one night, it was your intuition
warning you. 

It’s not just a warning signal as contemporary information tries to label intuition. You can
use it to find the best decisions for you in your business and life. Intuition is a type of
intelligence that can tap into what is in your best interest in any situation or decision. 

Exercises To Tap Into Your Intuition

Before you begin, have a notebook and a pen or pencil nearby for you to write down
your thoughts, impressions, and any other intuitive information. Write down a few colors
or words onto scraps of paper and shuffle them up.

1. Get into a calm, relaxed position
2. Clear your mind by listening to meditative music or a guided meditation 
3. Select one scrap of paper with the word or color on it
4. Close your eyes and tune in with your inner senses
5. Write down any impressions you see, hear, know, and feel that come through

Be sure not to judge what you are perceiving. Just go with what information comes
through.

What is Intuition?
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Intuition Is Often Overlooked

Intuition can be subtle for many people most of the time. It’s an inward sense. In today’s
time, with cell phones, gaming systems, televisions, and even other people are
constantly distracting us from listening to our inner senses. It’s all too easy to ask a
friend or coach for their advice on a decision. Friends will often offer their opinion right
away. Whereas a coach will most likely tell you to listen to your inner voice.

Because intuition can be subtle, it is sometimes easy to mistake it. If you’re not used to
listening or trusting yourself, you may dismiss it and override it. If you haven’t practiced
using your intuition, then it will come and go. You can make it more constant in your
business decisions by using it more regularly with practice.

Why Use Intuition in Your Business

According to Inc and Forbes, intuition gives you an edge in business. It taps into
unknown knowledge that moves past limitations. You’ll no longer have excuses or
reasons why you can’t do something. Using your intuition, you tap into a segment of
your imagination that is combined with knowledge. Using that high form of intelligence
allows you to do what Napoleon Hill said, “whatever the mind can conceive and believe,
it can achieve.” 

Geniuses like Albert Einstein and Nikola Tesla also used intuition to solve equations
and build inventions. Even modern geniuses like the late Steve Jobs and Elon Musk
use intuition to build their businesses. Using intuition in your business gives you a form
of intelligence, imagination, and competitive analysis that could lead to innovating a new
wave of business, marketing, products, or even services.
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Make fast decisions that benefit your business even in high-risk situations, rapidly
changing situations, and situations you may not be familiar with
Go beyond normal advice that may not be aligned to your strengths and get true,
accurate wisdom that applies to what will align to your core values, strengths, and
other factors in your business
Experience more creativity in your projects. By tapping into your intuition, you also
access your creative intelligence.
Greater awareness of your true self. You can recognize your strengths and
personality traits more easily by being more aware of your inner voice. You’ll also
recognize the thoughts and limitations that hold you back from achieving the
success you want in your business.
Improved trust in yourself. As you gain trust in your decisions and start to see
success, you improve your well-being mentally, physically, and emotionally. 

Additional Benefits of Using Intuition In Business:

Many entrepreneurs, CEOs, and business owners quote intuition as being the reason
for their successes. It takes practice to listen to your intuition, but once you got a handle
on it, imagine what it would be like to only listen to that inner voice that is connected to
the intelligence of the universe. 
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Emotions - Many people aren’t in tune with their emotions, but they react to them
daily without even knowing. By tuning into your emotions as your intuition, you can
learn to trust your first reaction as being the truth for you. Most often, you may
dismiss your feelings. By learning to listen to your feelings, you’ll find they’re scarily
accurate often.
Gut Feeling - You may have had a gut feeling before that told you yes or no to a
decision. If you listened to it, you may later have learned that you escaped investing
a lot of money into a failing business, or worse. A gut feeling will often speak loudly.
It will either be a very positive feeling and feel good to you as a 'yes'; or it may feel
bad like you’ve been punched in the stomach for a 'no'. However it speaks to you, as
you practice listening to your gut feeling, you will realize how it communicates with
you.  
Motivation - You may feel the drive to do something that gets you out of bed each
morning to act on whatever the decision is at the time. If you feel motivated and react
with action, the answer is a yes. If you feel tired and not able to get motivated, the
answer is no at this time. 
Spleen - This area will speak more softly than the gut and emotions. It may feel
similar to the gut feeling where you feel really good in response, which is a yes. Or
the feeling could be like a thud or no communication or feeling at all for a no. When
the spleen talks in any of these ways, pay attention to what you may intuitively know
as your answer.
Unconditional Love - Located in the heart, you would feel a feeling of unconditional
love towards a decision for a yes. If you feel negative or anything other than
unconditional love in response to a decision, this is your intuition saying no.

How Do You Know It’s Intuition?

Not everyone experiences intuition the same way each time. It can also be experienced
through several senses at one time. We’ll go through the different ways you can
experience intuition. Pick one that feels the most familiar to you and fine-tune it. You can
always add on another intuitive sense you pick up on later.

1. Feeling - Do you often pick up on the emotions of others? Your inner sense of feeling
can also tune into your intuition by bringing a feeling of good or bad as a tell-tale sign of
what your inner voice is trying to say. All of us have an inner feeling that is associated
with our intuition. In Human Design, there are different “authorities” that describe how to
tune in to these inner feelings that can help you tune into which one works for you.
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2. Hearing - Have you ever listened to an audiobook and later heard the narrator’s voice
in your thoughts? This is the same way that your inner sense of hearing works. Hearing
an inner voice in your mind that appears from nowhere is often how your inner sense
works. It can sometimes appear outside of you like someone is talking to you but there’s
no one there. 

3. Knowing - Have you ever known about something before it happens? It’s this sense
of knowing that is associated with intuition. You may get a clear thought in your mind
that comes from nowhere. One minute it isn’t there and the next minute it is. If you
experience this often, knowing is likely your dominant way of receiving intuition. 

4. Seeing - If you’ve ever pictured an apple, then you can access your inner visual
sense. You may get visual images in your inner mind or moving pictures like the movies.
The inner images and movies may come through fast. You may often have to ask them
to slow down or write really fast to keep up. 

Choose one intuitive sense above and practice it until you feel comfortable using it in
your decision-making. Once you feel comfortable, then add on another sense as a
secondary one to use and practice it in conjunction with the first sense you practiced
with. 
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Get into a comfortable position

Clear your mind by listening to meditative music or a guided meditation

Pick another scrap of paper (if you did the first exercise above) or just ask yourself:

which sense carries the highest positive energy for me to work with first? 

Journal/write what comes to you first. Notice how your intuition is talking to you. 

What senses are your intuition using to speak with you? 

Which sense do you feel most drawn to? 

Which sense feels the easiest and good to you?

Exercise to Know Which Sense is Right for You

If you’re not sure which sense to pick from the ones listed above, try this exercise that
will intuitively guide you to the right one. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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Build Your Intuitive Business Team

To make things easier, you can build a team of business intuitives to help you when you
need to make decisions. Building your team will help you with trusting your decisions
even more. Your team of advisors can be hand-selected by people who you know or by
a team of people on the other side. 

Exercise for Calling in Your Intuitive Business Team

You will want to have about 15-30 minutes or more time set aside to practice this
exercise. It may take some time to call in your team as you may have many different
members on it.

1. Get into a comfortable position
2. Clear your mind by listening to meditative music or a guided meditation
3. Say this statement to meet your team member: I now ask that the highest, most
positive being come in to be part of my Intuitive Business Team. Come forward now.
4. As the being comes forward, ask the following questions:
○ What’s your name?
○ What do you do in business?
○ Will you help me with that in my business?
○ What else will you help me with in my business? 
○ Should I call on you individually when I need your help? 
○ Will you work as part of a team? 
5. As you get information about the being who is coming forward to help, you may notice
others have come forward. Go through each of them 1 by 1, asking the questions above
until you’ve learned who everyone is. It’s not uncommon to have a few or many on a
business team. Each person will likely have a specialization that is helpful to you in
getting clear business guidance.
6. Go through steps 3-5 until you feel that you’ve met everyone. 
7. You’ll want to spend a few minutes asking questions you want to know about your
business with your team.
8. Hold regular meetings. I suggest one each week to ensure you practice this exercise
and stay active with your team. 
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Fear Not - Your Intuition Often Knows Best

In the event you ever feel fear about using your intuition, I want to help you put those
fears to rest. By tuning into your intuition, you will gain more trust by using it as you
practice. If you simply just turn it off and never practice, you may not even know the full
benefits it can bring to your business and life. 

Using your intuition can often open doors to information. If you ever feel bombarded by
feelings or information that comes in, you can always take a break and rest from it. 

Fear is usually reflected in the fact that we humans do not like the unknown. We’d rather
feel safe and secure most of the time. The unknown is scary. 

Intuition speaks without fear. It doesn’t hold onto emotion. It gives higher guidance
towards what you’re asking about. If you feel fear, you can always address it and ask
what your fear is trying to tell you.

Relax. When you’re afraid is one of the best times to use your intuition because you will
tune into a greater sense of knowing that brings relief. It bypasses fear and delivers the
truth. As you learn and grow by using your intuition, you will start to rely on it more and
more.
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Learn the Language - How Your Intuition Communicates with You

We’re going to delve into examples of how your intuition communicates with you using
the inner senses mentioned above so that you can learn to recognize it. Use this guide
to help you be more aware of when your intuition is speaking with you. 

● Feeling good or bad about something - feels right or wrong to you
● Reacting to a decision from your instinct. Possibly feeling angry or hurt and deciding
no in an instant. Feeling happy and deciding yes. 
● Knowing whether you want to answer no or yes instinctively in your mind. There’s no
guessing, you just know the answer with clarity. It’s your neutral inner voice telling you
the truth.
● Getting a gut feeling of no or yes about a decision. Can often feel as if you feel good or
feel like you’re sick or have been punched in the gut.
● You hear a protective voice that is guiding you toward truth and your best decisions. It
doesn’t have any drama with it or emotion. It gives you insight into the present moment.
● You see, hear, and know clearly with clarity. There’s no guesswork or confusion. You
can ask questions and get clear answers.
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How to Tap Into Your Intuition

There are several ways to tap into your intuition. You don’t have to go up on a mountain
and meditate for days to hear your inner voice. Here are a few ideas to get you started: 
 
● Go for a walk
● Meditate
● Do some yoga exercises
● Journal your thoughts or write
● Read
● Listen to music
● Ask yourself questions
● Dance
● Paint, draw, or do another form of art
● Explore your emotions
● Tune into your inner senses
● Talk to someone or record yourself talking
● Practice on photos of people you know
● Use essential oils
● Allow yourself to daydream 
 

Exercises to Improve Your Intuition

One of the best ways to improve your intuition is to practice using it. If you are still not
sure about whether you can trust your intuition, use the following coaching tools to guide
you. 
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Journal Writing:
An Exercise

Developing Your Intuition

Journal Prompt: 
What do I need clarity on today?
What am I sensing about this situation/decision?
What do I most need to know to make a clear decision right now?

Drawing & Doodle Space
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BIBLIOMANCY
GET GUIDANCE FROM A BOOK

Use this exercise to improve your intuition by reading a book. Take a book off of the
shelf and ask: What do I most need to know to get clarity on [insert decision or
situation]? Write down what you read below: 

What are your impressions on how this speaks to you?

What clarity did you receive?

Did this help you make a decision? If no or yes, what did you learn?

What else would provide clarity for you?

Were there any other pages or passages that stood out to you? Write  them here.
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CREATIVE
SPACE

TUNE INTO YOUR INTUITION BY
DOODLING

Use this exercise to clear your mind and tap into your intuition with doodling. You can
take up as much or as little of the paper as you want. Just relax and be in the flow of
letting  your doodles show up on the page. Now begin!
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QUICK YES/NO
TUNE INTO INTUITION

Use this exercise to improve your instinct and intuitive reactions to a question. Write your
question in the boxes. Set the paper down and when you're ready pick it back up to circle yes
or no intuitive after reading your question. 

Q:

NOYES

Q:

NOYES

Q:

NOYES

Q:

NOYES

Q:

NOYES

Q:

NOYES
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YES/NO
QUESTIONS

TUNE INTO INTUITION WITH PLAYING
CARDS

Use this exercise with a pack of playing cards where the reds are yes and the black cards are
no. Answer the yes/no questions you write below with the cards.

Q: Q:

Q: Q:
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